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Abstract: The development of pharmaceutical products, in particular, the transition from 
late discovery research to initiation of human clinical studies, has adhered to relatively 
standard scientific & regulatory expectations for the last 40 years.  The threshold for a 
new medicinal entity is demonstration of requisite safety & viable pharmacological 
activity to effectively justify administration to humans.  These criteria tenaciously rely 
on surrogate animal studies but do not guarantee human efficacy.  Expanding 
toxicological databases & the emergence of increasingly robust pharmacokinetic/ 
pharmacodynamic models offer the prospect of improving human, in vivo predictability.
 
Perhaps more significantly, opportunities to accelerate product development have 
emerged from recent experience in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  While
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alternative approaches did not preclude the need for compelling & robust demonstration 
of product quality, safety or efficacy, they did establish groundbreaking development & 
regulatory paradigms that expedited global access to COVID-19 vaccines.

This presentation focuses on how leveraging the paradigms from the pandemic 
experience, in conjunction with steadily improving preclinical models & digital data can 
expedite the pharmaceutical development timeline.


